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The future of fashion is not what you think

Vlisco&co
Lakin Ogunbanwo
Nigeria, 2019
Photography — Lakin Ogunbanwo

Vlisco&co
Louis Phillippe de Gagoue
Ivory Coast, 2019
Photography — Louis Phillippe de Gagoue
Fashion — Olooh Concept

Is the fashion world ready for Africa’s next generation? Ready or not, the
global fashion industry is witnessing a creative uprising on the African
continent that will alter the way we see fashion. And young Africans
know it. Nowhere else on Earth do people possess this particular
blend of knowledge, experience and capacity to eclipse the Western
perspective that has dominated the arts for centuries.
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‘Print Futures 1.0’ is a new design
programme from Vlisco&co which
aims to upend the future of fashion
at the heart of the world’s next
creative epicentre

Bronze Edition — Ivory Coast, 2nd edition, 2018
Formed under the umbrella of Vlisco in 2017,
Vlisco&co was set up as the textile giant’s
experimental division. It’s the brainchild
of Gabriela Sanchez y Sanchez de la
Barquera, a Mexico City native and Design
Academy Eindhoven graduate who has been
immersed in the world of textiles as a Vlisco
designer for the past 7 years.
As Vlisco’s Brand Creative Director
and Director of Vlisco&co, Sanchez y
Sanchez de la Barquera created this
experimental facet of Vlisco in order
to amplify the voices of young African
artists, conduct research, and invest
in the unwritten future of African print
design.
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Enter Vlisco&co’s ‘Print Futures 1.0’. It’s
a new and unusual initiative that actively
explores this gap in the fashion industry and
meets the rising desire for a fashion that is
distinctly African. Designed, produced and
created in Africa, by Africans, for the world.
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African print is far from simple
decoration; it is the very language that
determines the way a fabric is tailored
and worn (taking in to account the
supersized scale, shapes and edges of
a print image), and, historically, why
it’s worn (often print patterns were
made to be symbolic and convey a
specific subtext or communication).
Contemporary fashion of the Western
world is often devoid of this particular
context, meaning and richness.

Bronze Edition — Ivory Coast, 2nd edition, 2018

It’s an unlikely place for such an
initiative.
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Vlisco&co
Bronze Edition
Ivory Coast, 2nd edition, 2018
Print Design — Ngadi Smart
Photography — Louis Phillippe de Gagoue

Bronze Edition — Ivory Coast, 2nd edition, 2018
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These days, some are beginning to wonder
if the Western fashion canon as we know
it will become a thing of the past. And this
is not just about capitalism and disposable
fast fashion. More and more people
throughout the creative industries are
looking to disrupt Euro-typical mindsets
when it comes to artistic expression.
They are turning away from whitewalled Modernity and towards their
roots, looking for fashion that is
infused with multiplicity and cultural
knowledge. So in that context, where
is the future for all the unimaginative
monochromes, dull prints and
appropriated print patterns (stripped
of context and meaning) that dominate
the racks? Will such a powerful
standard become obsolete in the face
of something much richer and more
relevant?

At a different latitude, visitors arrive at
a train station in Helmond, the Dutch
blue-collar town that moonlights as an
(improbable) international design hub. A
short walk away, the rogue Vlisco&co office
overlooks a cluster of factory buildings, and
here, gathering at a cork board filled with
images, the discussion commences with
Louis Phillippe, the Cameroonian-Ivorian
photographer just in town from Paris for a
morning brainstorm before hopping on a
plane to Milan. Phone conversations with
contacts in Ghana, Benin and Congo fade
in and out of earshot over a background of
low melodic noise as a Dutch designer edits
an Instagram animation that covers West
African content. Plans for Vlisco&co’s new
print programme are underway.
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Print Futures 1.0
— Excerpt online campaign

Using Vlisco’s expertise as both a textile
manufacturer and hub for contemporary
Dutch design, Vlisco&co seeks to create
a unique channel of support for Africa’s
next generation of creators. The goal is
unbridled, authentic artistic expression.
Through horizontal collaborations,
experimental workshops, cross-cultural
research projects, unconventional
competitions and residencies, and other
initiatives, Vlisco&co seeks to build an
exploratory environment for ambitious
young talent.

Print Futures is designed as a rigorous and
non-traditional educational experience.
This edition is co-led in collaboration with
multifaceted designer The Rodina and run
as a virtual programme with interactive

Vlisco&co
Print Futures 1.0
— Nov 2020 - Feb 2021
Accra, Lomé, Cotonou, Lagos,
Kinshasa and Abidjan
Vlisco&co is launching ‘Print Futures 1.0’
with a Call for Entries seeking out young
and ambitious visual artists who are willing
to develop their skills, experiment and break
convention.

lessons broadcast live over the internet to
on-site learning pods – socially-distanced
workstations where participants can
connect with overseas facilitators via
videochat on a weekly basis.
These learning pods, where
participants can also access
equipment to scan and print, are set
up in six of Vlisco’s offices: Accra,
Lomé, Cotonou, Lagos, Kinshasa and
Abidjan. The total learning experience
is in-depth, content-driven, and will
introduce ultra-playful and unexpected
ways to approach design.
Through the Print Futures programme,
Vlisco&co is offering up a way to shape the
future of African print through one’s own
creative design style. This is an invitation to
act: we want to give young African creatives
just starting out a position of influence over
the rapidly changing and dynamic field of
African print design. Winning designs from
the workshop will be made into Vlisco&co’s
very first commercial brand collection,
designed and produced in Africa, then sold
in a Vlisco&co pop-up shop in Abidjan and
worldwide online.
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Since its inception, Vlisco&co has
been cultivating a network of young
designers, filmmakers, musicians
and artists across Nigeria, Ghana,
DRC and South Africa, and now
branching into Togo and Benin. With
an open and flexible agenda (and a
wellspring of creativity), Vlisco&co
has been facilitating collaborations,
trainings, films and fashion
experiments, always looking to push
the boundaries of design and create a
kind of philosophical gathering space
where African culture can be defined,
debated, upturned and redefined,
within the context of African creativity
and agency.
The question of ‘how the role of African
printed textiles might evolve in the years to
come’ continues to be a core theme within
these conversations.
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Fabric prints can be photographs, they can
be collage, pure typography, or illustration,
or some combination of all of those things.
Participants’ print designs will then be
assessed by a panel of successful African
designers including Kader Diaby of the
Ivorian Menswear brand Olooh, Rebecca
Zoro of Abidjan-based Yhebe Design, and
Chu Suwannapha of the South African label
Chulaap.

Applications can be found at
vliscoandco.com
Deadline for entry is
23 October 2020, 23:59 GMT.

Vlisco&co
Print Futures 1.0
— Excerpt online campaign
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All ‘Print Futures 1.0’ participants must live
in Accra, Lomé, Cotonou, Lagos, Kinshasa
or Abidjan. The application is non-standard
and involves submitting one photo of ‘your
best work’ and another image of ‘one of
your craziest/wildest/most eccentric/most
conceptual works’.

Vlisco&co
Print Futures 1.0
— Excerpt online campaign
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If selected, applicants will have a chance to
be immersed in an experimental curriculum,
investigate multiple approaches to creation,
drawing, painting and stamping, gain
inspiration from and connect with people
from the creative industries, and get their
own hyper-unique style amplified into the
world through digital print on different
fabrics types. This isn’t Vlisco. It’s whatever
fantastic thing one can imagine.

The workshop concludes with a virtual
exhibition, showcasing everyone’s work,
followed by an announcement of the jury’s
pick for winning print designs. Winners
will be awarded computer equipment and
a commercial contract with Vlisco&co,
and their designs will form the basis for
the very first collection of the new fabric
label Vlisco&co. This initial collection of
Vlisco&co brand fabrics will then be made
into prêt-à-porter garments designed by
guest judges and featured in a pop-up shop
in Abidjan to celebrate the official launch.

Vlisco&co
Print Workshop
Ivory Coast, Abidjan, 2019

Our belief is that by forging connections,
we are stronger together.
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At Vlisco&co we are committed to amplifying
the voice of the youth of Africa. We want to
partner with you to spread the word and reach
a broader audience.

Vlisco&co
Ngadi Smart
Ivory Coast, 1st edition, 2018
The Golden period of Abidjan
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Why are we reaching out to you?

Vlisco&co
Print Futures 1.0
— Excerpt online campaign
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Let’s get connected
and collaborate:

Click on the image above or copy the link below to visit the vlisco&co website:
vliscoandco.com/en/news/print-futures-1.0-design-workshop/
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